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Brownfields to turn green again: EPA working on cleanup law implementation- Inman News

Bard College Unveils Gehry Building (AP)- Yahoo News

Kaka'ako tower planned - Gary Edward Handel & Associates - Honolulu Advertiser

The reality behind the dream for 30th Street: Cesar Pelli's faceted glass design might be bellissimo, but if an anchor tenant
steps up who'd rather be in something resembling a giant army boot, you can bet that's what it'll look like.- Philadelphia Inquirer

Bold design: Ando's modernity harmonizes with long-standing architecture - Tadao Ando- Daily Yomiuri (Japan)

Museum reflects Ando's effective use of space - Tadao Ando- Daily Yomiuri (Japan)

Choose your War Museum: three architectural design concepts...and you can put in your two cents. - Design Team:
Moriyama & Teshima Architects/Griffiths Rankin Cook; Haley Sharpe Associates; Origin Studios [links to designs]- CBC
(Canada)

Group gives credit where credit is due: Latrobe's America aims to preserve architect's vision- Baltimore Sun

RIBA presidential fight gets dirtier- The Architects' Journal (UK)

Australian infrastructure systems lagging- Infolink (Australia)

Cohousing with a twist: Cotati project includes storefronts on downtown street- San Francisco Chronicle

Chelsea Property Group Forms Joint Venture With Sordo Madaleno Y Asociados; Partnership To Develop Premium Outlet
Centers In Mexico (Business Wire)- MSN

Darling Harbour goes wild: Plans for a $29 million state-of-the-art wildlife park have been unveiled- Sydney Morning Herald

A Beautiful Find: A Providence shop selling the work of RISD graduates is sure to be the place to find that one-of-a-kind
item.- Fast Company

Buildings high priority in 'Spider-Man' scenario- Denver Post

Restoring the furniture of Beirut’s pre-war years: Siecle offers a return to the style of earlier decades - The Daily Star (Lebanon)

Nurturing Nature: Marie Curie Cancer Care Centre by Allen Tod Architecture- ArchNewsNow
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